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International Instructor



Global, professional, renowned
A 4 th or 5 th degree instructor can grade students up to 2 nd degree. A 6 thdegree
instructor can grade students up to 3rd degree, while a 7th degree Master may grade

students up to 5th degree.
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A certified Taekwon-Do instructor that
their students

is eligible to grade

BUILD CREDIBILITY

Our certification program is based strictly on ITF rules, is conducted by qualified masters
and is concluded by a test. Therefore, provides the advance recognition and enhances your
credibility as an instructor.
GLOBAL RECOGNIZED
Recognition provided through adherence to the international rules and regulations that
validate the standard globally.
VALID AND RELIABLE

ITF’s certification program is designed to ensure that all certificate holders have
demonstrated their competence through fair and valid measures.
A MIX OF THEORY AND PRACTICE

March 01, 2017

Our certified member will take the advantage of a unique opportunity to blend practical
Taekwon-Do skills with theory that clarifies the skills.

To become an International Instructor
The preparation for the course begins 3 months before the course takes place.
Candidates will receive access to the curriculum of the course as well as some
recommended materials and topics. All participants will receive a CERTIFICATE
of completion of the course and those who are a 4 Degree and above, and pass
the practical and theoretical tests at the end of the course, will receive an
international instructor LICENSE.
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Student Responsibility - the ten parts of the student's
responsibility to the student - instructor relationship
1. Never tire of learning. A good student can learn anytime, anywhere. This is the
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

secret
of knowledge.
A good student must be willing to sacrifice for his art and his instructor. Many
students feel that their training is a commodity that is bought with monthly dues
and
they are unwilling to take part in demonstrations, teaching, and working around
the
do-jang. An instructor can afford to lose this type of student.
Always set a good example for lower ranking students. It is only natural that
they will
attempt to emulate their seniors.
Always be loyal and never criticize the instructor, the art of Taekwon-Do, or the
teaching methods.
If an instructor teaches a technique, practice it and attempt to utilize it.
Remember that a student's conduct outside the do-jang reflects on the art and
his
instructor.
If a student adopts a technique from another gym and the instructor
disapproves of
it, the student must discard it immediately or train at the other gym.
Never be disrespectful to the instructor. Though a student is allowed to
disagree,
the student must follow instructions first and discuss the matter later.
A student must always be eager to learn and ask questions.
Never betray a trust.

http://www.itfopenworlds.com/
I have the great pleasure to invite you to attend our event in 2017 – the OPEN WORLD TAEKWON-DO CHAMPIONSHIPS
2017 – for all brothers and sisters in Taekwon-Do organised by ITF HQ Korea – Netherlands and accorded by other ITF
groups which names will be released soon.
The event will take place in Barneveld, Netherlands at the Veluwehall, from 25th September to 1st October 2017.
The most important reason for attending the event is the great opportunity to get in touch with the original Taekwon-Do,
understanding the real spirit of this special Martial art and the chance to meet with many athletes from all over the world.
At this event also the Special Needs Taekwon-Do will have the opportunity to participate. This will be a highlight to share
Taekwon-Do for ALL.We expect record numbers once again, so please register your team early and enjoy the benefits of being
a friend of Taekwon-Do and this Open World Championship.
Nearby locations include Amsterdam, Rotterdam Utrecht and many great cities in our country. Airport Schiphol is by train
just 45 minutes away. We develope many formula packets to satisfy the needs of every single participant.
Yours in Taekwon-Do,
Organizer
Harry van Schaik “Active and Involved”
Director of Tournament
ITF-HQ Korea – Netherlands
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TULTOUR

http://tultour.org/
We are looking at hosting an ITF HQ Tul Tour in March
2018. Master Michael Munyon and Master Peter Sanders are
discussing some exciting plans to make this a very unique Tul Tour
combining both Taekwon-Do and HapKiDo training along with
tourism during this cultural event.

Master Munyon’s Message:
https://www.facebook.com/itfhqusa/
I’ve been training for approximately 38 years in the martial arts. During that time I’ve
seen and experienced a lot of different organizations and instructors govern their
students and members.
We must understand that the word Martial means military. Additionally, General Choi
was a General in the military and used his rank and influence to lead and instruct martial
arts (Taekwon-Do). Many schools have adopted different styles of instruction. Some
are very strict and military in nature. Others are McDojos who are basically highly paid
day cares with a kick.
I believe we must have a balance of tradition (strict structure) and at the same time, we
must have fun. Without the fun element we will lose our children and teens to other
activities. So, please find a way to ensure your instruction has a balance of tradition and
fun so that we can ensure a strong future within our association.

Seminar/Workshop News:
On May 11th -13th Master Munyon departed Michigan to visit fellow ITF HQ members in the
state of Ohio. His first stop was at Taylor’s Taekwon-Do Academy. This dojang is operated by
our Ohio State representative, Mr. Zac Taylor, 6 th Dan. It was a great time working with his
students. On Thursday students got to work on a variety of new training material consisting of a
partner drill called Monkey Hands, Tul work and applications, Escort techniques, Oht Bok Sul
(Self-Defense against clothing grabs) and more. The following day Mr. Zac Taylor, Paul Taylor
and Ms. Misty Smith got to work on some basics with Rifle Fighting. Later that evening we had a
Black Belt training session. These black belts got to learn HapKiDo falls, 1-5 Cho Keub Son
Mok Sul (Basic wrist grab) defenses, concepts of Balance Breaking, Lowering Your Center and
Small Circles. These essential elements helps students to properly apply HapKiDo techniques.
We also covered Hwa=Harmony, Yu=Water and Won=Circles. After several hours of training the
attendees received a surprise. Master Munyon promoted all the Black Belts to their Yellow Belt
in HapKiDo through the Global HapKiDo Association. Everyone was honored and surprised.
On Saturday we got up early and traveled to Westerville to train with Mrs. Phuong Pagniano and
her Black Belts. With the aid of the Taylors and Ms. Smith, we introduced some of the
techniques and applications of ITF Taekwon-Do. Her students quickly adapted to the new
information and enjoyed their new ITF concepts. Afterwards, we worked on HapKiDo Escort
techniques. We discussed how learning these techniques can work in two different ways. The
first is to remove someone who originally was compliant and then turned active resistant. Our
second training concept was to remove a friend of ours from a bad situation. Everyone had fun
putting “hurt locks” on each other and escorting each other around. We concluded our day by
Mrs. Pagniano taking us to a local restaurant called the Winking Lizard. We had such a great
time eating and talking about martial arts, Korea and more. I hope that in the future we can all
train again and share our love for martial arts and good company.
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Association Patches
Our ITF HQ-USA patches are in! We are selling our National Association
patches for $8.00 for school owners and we are recommending they sell
them for $10. Official ITF HQ-USA members should most definitely have
one of these patches on their dobok. Let’s show some positive pride in our
Association. We are here to help you and your students look and be their
very best. Contact Master Munyon at munyonselfdefense@gmail.com for
more information or to make a purchase.
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Tournament News:



On 20 May 2017, members of the Munyon’s Korean Martial Arts Academy competed at the
International Ice Breaker Challenge located in Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan. Mrs. Tina Fuller,
5Th Dan hosts this tournament annually has a good showing from schools both in the USA
and
Canada. Master Munyon had two students compete for tournament Grand Champion, but
lost to
great competitors. Students competed in Forms, Weapons, Breaking, Point Sparring and
Continuous Sparring. This was a great learning and training opportunity for many of the
students. Mr. Kaden Schlink (Red Belt/HapKiDo) used this tournament as a warm up event
prior
to him competing in the Global HapKiDo Association World Championships in Mexico.
Basics on Stretching:
When it comes to martial arts training we must work hard to increase our flexibility. Having
flexibility helps with speed, balance, mobility, power and height of our kicks. Many people
have
a difficult time stretching for martial arts. Through years of not stretching they tend to get
upset
with their lack of progress with their stretching and kicks. Often enough they see other
students
with great flexibility and compare themselves to those with great flexibility. Well, I’d like to
share a few things that might help with your stretching/flexibility training. First, let’s talk
about
the difference between loosening up and stretching. In many martial art schools there is only
so
much allotted time for training. So, many instructors will do a quick warm up or loosening
up
session. This is not stretching. I, professionally look at stretching similar to that of going to
the
gym and working your muscles. We have a warm up set, and then do longer or stronger sets.
I would like to recommend the following for increased flexibility training.
1. Warm up your body. Never stretch when your body is cold.
2. Utilize all of the following types of stretching
--Static (hold your stretch for a period of time)
--Dynamic (doing a stretching in a fast/explosive manner)
--PNF (hard to explain so google it)
3. How you recover from a stretch is as important as initiate a stretch.
4. When performing static stretching you should hold the stretch for 20-30 seconds and do
this
at least 3 times for each and every stretch.
5. Stretch systematically. Head to toe is the key. Do not jump around to different body
parts
without a neighboring muscle group getting stretched first.
6. Hydration and diet helps with flexibility. Make sure you’re drinking enough watcher and
eating healthy. Having a little Buddha Belly can decrease your range of motion.
7. Mentally relax when stretching. Mental stress can transfer to body stress.
8. Knowledge about stretching is important. Read and research more about the topic you’re
working towards. Example: It takes longer to get flexibility with static stretching and you
get
faster results with dynamic stretching. However, you will keep your flexibility longer with
static
stretching and lose it quicker with dynamic stretching.
9. If you don’t have time to do all of this just remember, a little bit of something is better
than a whole lot of nothing

